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Abstract

Screening for prostate cancer remains a contentious issue. As with other cancer screening programs, a key feature of the debate is verification of cancer-specific mortality reductions. Unfortunately, the present evidence, two systematic reviews and six randomized controlled trials, have reported conflicting results. Furthermore, half of the studies are poor quality and the evidence is clouded by key weaknesses, including poor adherence to screening in the intervention arm or high rates of screening in the control arm. In high-quality studies of prostate cancer screening (particularly prostate-specific antigen), in which actual compliance was anticipated in the study design, there is good evidence that prostate cancer mortality is reduced. The numbers needed to screen are at least as good as those of mammography for breast cancer and fecal occult blood testing for colorectal cancer. However, the risks associated with prostate cancer screening are considerable and must be weighed against the advantage of reduced cancer-specific mortality. Adverse events include 70% rate of false positives, important risks associated with prostate biopsy, and the serious consequences of prostate cancer treatment. The best evidence demonstrates prostate cancer screening will reduce prostate cancer mortality. It is time for the debate to move beyond this issue, and begin a well-informed discussion on the remaining complex issues associated with prostate cancer screening and appropriate management.

Introduction

Screening for prostate cancer remains contentious. Two primary methods for screening currently exist: the digital rectal exam (DRE) and the prostate-specific antigen (PSA) laboratory test. Uncertainties surround prostate cancer screening, including questions about reduction in overall mortality, prostate cancer-specific mortality, and the cost/benefit ratio associated with screening. False positives and false negatives, the potential harm from workup and treatment, and the subsequent effects on quality of life compound the complexity of this issue. As with other cancer screening programs, a key feature of the debate is verification of cancer-specific mortality reductions. In this paper, we will review the available evidence regarding the impact of prostate cancer screening on prostate cancer mortality. Although total mortality is clearly an important outcome, the adoption of other large cancer screening programs (e.g., breast and colon cancer) were based on reductions in cancer-specific mortality. Additionally, we will consider some of the risks and harms associated with prostate cancer screening to promote an informed debate.

Systematic review and meta-analysis

Ideally, a systematic review summarizing similar studies of screening effects on prostate cancer mortality would provide clear direction to further the debate. In the last few years, two systematic reviews and meta-analyses have attempted to distill the effects of prostate cancer screening.1,2

In their 2010 review, Djulbegovic and colleagues identified six studies.1 The data revealed that screening increased the diagnosis of prostate cancer in general (risk ratio [RR] 1.46, confidence interval [CI] 1.21 to 1.77; p < 0.001) and specifically stage I prostate cancer (RR 1.95, CI 1.22 to 3.13; p = 0.005). Screening did not result in a statistically significant reduction in overall mortality (RR 0.99, CI 0.97 to 1.01; p = 0.44) or prostate cancer-specific mortality (RR 0.88, CI 0.71 to 1.09; p = 0.25). The results of statistical testing of heterogeneity among prostate cancer mortality demonstrated important heterogeneity (I²=55%, χ²=8.89; p = 0.06). Although heterogeneity testing itself must be interpreted with caution,3,4 this value suggests that important differences may exist.

In their 2011 review, Ilic and colleagues identified five studies.3 Data revealed that screening increased the diagnosis of prostate cancer in general (RR 1.35, CI 1.06 to 1.72). Screening did not result in a statistically significant reduction in overall mortality (RR 1.00, CI 0.98 to 1.02) or prostate...
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cancer-specific mortality (RR 0.95, CI 0.85 to 1.07). Of the five included studies, three had a high risk of bias due to methodological weaknesses. Of the remaining two, one was considered to have short follow-up and received minimal weighting in the meta-analysis.

We believe these meta-analyses obscure, not enhance, the issue of prostate cancer screening's effect on cancer-specific mortality. By combining studies that vary considerably and have different but important limitations, these meta-analyses mask potential information that can be gleaned from individual randomized controlled trials (RCTs).

**RCTs assessing prostate cancer screening on prostate cancer mortality**

Six RCTs of prostate cancer screening provide results of prostate cancer mortality. Seven different RCTs were included in the two systematic reviews, but one did not provide data on prostate cancer mortality and was not further discussed. We summarized remaining six studies (Table 1, Table 2). The type of screening, randomization characteristics, blinded outcome assessment and duration of follow-up are listed, along with their respective systematic reviews (Table 1). Traditional blinding of clinicians and patients would not be expected in screening studies and was not summarized. Table 2 includes the number of patients randomized to each arm, power calculations, percent of patients complying in each arm, and the screening effect on prostate cancer mortality in both the intention to screen and per protocol analyses. Data are abstracted from the original publications, but also compared with the two systematic reviews and *ACP Journal Club* summaries of articles.

An examination of clinical and methodological characteristics among the individual RCTs will help in understanding the variations in trial design and outcomes that affect application. Herein, we discuss the specific concerns of each study.

**Norrkoping study**

The Norrkoping study involved all men between the ages of 50 and 69 in Norrkoping, Sweden. One in every six men was “randomly” selected from a list of birthdays (quasi-randomization) to be screened for prostate cancer, with the remainder serving as controls. There are important methodological issues with this study, including lack of clarity on allocation concealment and whether outcome assessment was blinded. In addition, there was no reporting of compliance (contamination) in the unscreened population. The authors did not describe power calculations, but the small numbers in the screening arm were underpowered to find a statistically significant difference in prostate cancer mortality. PSA screening was not included until the study’s sixth year, so the study had 10 (not 15) years of PSA follow-up. In our view, the Norrkoping study was sufficiently flawed that it should not influence the debate on prostate cancer screening.

**Quebec study**

In the Quebec study, all 45 to 80-year-old men in Quebec City were randomized on a 2:1 ratio to prostate cancer screening or no screening. This study had multiple methodological issues, including unclear randomization, allocation concealment, blinding of outcome assessment and power calculation.

The greatest concern with this study was the very poor compliance with the screening intervention. Screening occurred in only 23.6% of the group randomized to screening compared to 7.3% of the group randomized to no screening. In other words, 76.4% of the screening population never received the intended intervention. Screening occurred in only 16.3% more of the screened group than in the unscreened group. The authors stated that they randomized twice the number of men to screening to account for the anticipated poor compliance, but provided no description of power calculation or the anticipated rate of compliance. Based on the available formula to determine sample size accounting for non-compliance, the trial would have required over half a million men per arm to find a difference with the same power.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the intention-to-screen analysis found no statistical difference between the two study populations. A per-protocol analysis (comparing those actually screened versus those not screened) reveals a clear statistically significant reduction in prostate cancer mortality (relative risk 0.36, CI 0.19 to 0.65). Per-protocol analysis is subject to considerable bias, but the difference between the two analyses (intention to screen and per protocol) shows that compliance to protocol may have profoundly influenced the outcome. Poor adherence in the Quebec study was so overwhelming that an approximation of prostate cancer screening’s effect on prostate cancer mortality is impossible.

**PLCO**

The PLCO (Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian) study was a large, well-designed trial enrolling 55 to 74-year-old men from 10 American centres. Key methodological characteristics were adequate and well-described. The concerns with PLCO, though not as substantial as other trials, are still important and potentially limit its application.

About 44% of men had one or more PSA tests in the three years before the study, potentially reducing the probability of prostate cancer detection in these men during the...
conduct of the trial. Vital status was available for 98% of the population at seven years of follow-up, but only 67% by 10 years. Given that this group was potentially at lower risk at study entrance (due to pre-screening), longer study duration would likely be needed to see changes in prostate cancer mortality. Lastly, the no-screening arm suffered from high non-compliance or “contamination.” Some screening occurred in 86% of the screening group versus 52% of the no-screening group—a difference of 34%. The authors planned for non-compliance in their power calculations, anticipating 90% compliance in the screening and 20% non-compliance or contamination in the no-screening arm. To maintain the same level of power, PLCO would have needed to find 2 or more times the benefit anticipated anticipating 90% compliance in the screening and 20% non-compliance or contamination in the no-screening arm. To maintain the same level of power, PLCO would have needed to find 2 or more times the benefit anticipated reaching statistical significance. In light of these limitations, it is not surprising the study did not identify a statistically significant reduction in prostate cancer mortality. We considered the PLCO results, but its limitations prevent a clear understanding of the potential effect of PSA screening on prostate cancer specific mortality compared to no screening in a normal risk population.

A recently published sub-group analysis of PLCO has shown that prostate cancer screening reduced prostate cancer mortality in men with no or minimal comorbidity (adjusted hazard ratio [HR], 0.56, CI 0.33 to 0.95), but not in men with at least one significant comorbidity (adjusted HR 1.43, CI 0.96 to 2.11). Although this result supports prostate cancer screening in healthy older men, the sub-group analysis should be interpreted with caution.

ERSPC

The ERSPC (European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer) study involved seven linked, but different, randomized trials in seven European countries. This is the largest study of prostate cancer screening to date and was generally well-designed, but had certain limitations. The protocol in this trial varied between countries in enrollment (some randomized from the population, others enrolled before randomization), DRE use (some included early, but generally stopped over time) and different intervals for PSA testing and cut-off values that triggered further investigations. It is reassuring that the prostate cancer mortality rate ratios for screened and unscreened populations did not vary considerably (0.74 to 0.84) between study centres (countries). The ERSPC was the first true randomized trial in which there was at least a 50% difference in the rates of screening when comparing the screened to the unscreened population. The per-protocol analysis improved the rate ratio, but not to an important degree. This finding suggests that the lack of compliance with the study protocol was less problematic in ERSPC, and supports the intention-to-screen analysis. In our view, the ERSPC provided a valid approximation of prostate cancer specific mortality reductions from PSA screening compared to no screening in a normal risk population.

Göteborg

The Göteborg study of Sweden randomized 20,000 men directly from the Göteborg population registry. The study had extended follow-up (14 years) and was generally well-designed. Although included in the ERSPC, the Göteborg study was designed independently and started before ERSPC. Limitations included a change in protocol partway through the study (reducing the PSA cut-off from 3 to 2.5 ng/mL) and a lack of clarity regarding contamination in the no-screening arm (reported as “low”). The Göteborg study found the largest reduction in prostate cancer mortality (rate ratio 0.56). This changed little in the per-protocol analysis, supporting the findings of the intention-to-screen analysis. The benefit observed in the Göteborg trial may have resulted, in part, from a meaningful difference in screening between the two randomized groups, a low rate (3%) of pre-trial PSA screening and long follow-up. In our view, the Göteborg trial provided a valid approximation of prostate cancer-specific mortality reductions from PSA screening compared to no screening in a normal risk population.

Stockholm

The Stockholm study had two parts: (1) tallying the overall and prostate cancer-specific mortality effect of a one-time screening for prostate cancer and (2) determining the influence of dihydrotestosterone levels on survival from prostate cancer. The former is relevant to this review. All men age 55 to 70 were selected from the catchment area of Stockholm South Hospital. Of these, 26,602 men, 2400 (9%) were randomly selected for screening. Of those, 1782 (74%, or 6.7% of the original population) participated in the one round of screening with DRE, PSA and transrectal ultrasound (TRUS). Positive findings on DRE and TRUS led to biopsy. For PSA greater than 7, the TRUS was repeated and prostate biopsy was done if an abnormality was found. Biopsy was performed for any PSA greater than 10.

As detailed in Table 1 and Table 2, there are multiple methodological concerns with the Stockholm study. Important information around randomization, allocation concealment, blinded outcome assessment, power calculation and compliance (contamination) in the unscreened population are all unclear or not available. However, the biggest limitation of the Stockholm study is the inadequate screening. A screening program based on one round of screening and biopsies only for PSA results greater than 10 would not be considered reasonable. As the design is not reflective of true population screening programs, external...
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The application of this study is difficult and inclusion in a meta-analysis of PSA screening is inappropriate and misleading.

**Summarizing the quality of the six studies**

When considering the quality of the six studies, it is easy to differentiate the high from low quality studies. The Norrköping,6-8 Quebec7-8, and Stockholm13 studies had unclear (or quasi) randomization, unclear allocation concealment, lacked blinded outcome assessment, and did not provide power calculation. Each also had specific additional concerns. Norrköping6,8 did not originally include PSA screening; Quebec7,8 had very poor compliance with screening; and Stockholm13 screened patients only once and had a PSA threshold for biopsy higher than present standards. For these reasons, we do not think these trials reflect population PSA-based prostate cancer screening and we did not consider them in determining if screening is effective.

We also feel these three poor quality trials likely confuse the meta-analyses.12 Interestingly, despite their multiple limitations, these studies can weigh considerably in meta-analysis. For example, Norrköping6,8 was weighted as 13% of the 2010 meta-analysis1 of prostate cancer mortality, but had only 1% of the total number of men in the screening arm (1494/143,860); and 3% of the total population (9026/294,448). While this weighting is normal in meta-analytic methods, it is important to remember the limitations of studies that account for a relatively large portion of the summary statistic.

The three remaining trials (PLCO,9,10 ERSPC11,12 and Göteborg13) are high quality. Unfortunately, the PLCO9 suffered from poor compliance (high contamination) in the no-screening arm. At the trial outset the authors outlined how poor compliance in either arm would affect the power to identify the anticipated 20% reduction in prostate cancer mortality with screening. They had anticipated a 90% compliance with screening and 20% non-compliance with no screening,10 but got 86% and 52%, respectively.9 Although we felt the PLCO was well-designed, we were concerned with how compliance may influence the interpretation of prostate screening effects. While we did not dismiss PLCO, we felt ERSPC11 and Göteborg,13 which did not have the same challenge with compliance, better reflect the effect of a PSA-based prostate cancer screening (compared to no screening).

**Does PSA screening decrease prostate cancer mortality?**

Based on the best available trials,11,13 we concluded that prostate cancer screening, specifically PSA, does reduce prostate cancer mortality. The number needed to screen to prevent one prostate cancer death at nine and 14 years of follow-up were 1410 and 293, from the ERSPC11 and Göteborg studies,13 respectively. The corresponding number needed to treat to prevent one prostate cancer death at nine and 14 years of follow-up were 48 and 12, from the ERSPC11 and Göteborg13 studies, respectively. In comparison, the number needed to screen with mammography to prevent one breast cancer death in women ≥50 years of age is 1235 and 614 for 7 and 13 years, respectively.22 The number needed to screen with fecal occult blood testing to prevent one colorectal cancer death is 617 over 12 to 18 years.23 Prostate cancer screening, similar to the other accepted cancer screening programs, does not modify overall mortality.

**Other important issues**

It is not the authors’ intent to advocate for prostate cancer screening. Many aspects of prostate cancer screening are
uncertain and, even if known, would likely present significant challenges in a risk-benefit analysis for population-based screening. Positive PSA test results of 3 to 10 ng/mL has an approximate 70% chance of being false positive and, after 3 to 4 screening tests, there is a 12% to 13% risk of a false positive test. The impact of these results are not fully understood but, up to one year after testing, more men with false positive results worry about prostate cancer than men with negative results (26% vs. 6%, p < 0.001).26

The workup of positive PSA tests frequently includes TRUS-guided biopsy. PLCC9 reported complications rates of 0.7%, while the Rotterdam study (included in ERSPC) reported minor complications, such as hematuria lasting more than 3 days in 23% of participants and major complications, such as fever requiring antibiotics in 3.3% and hospitalization in 0.5%. By comparison, only 0.15% of core-needle biopsies for breast cancer result in infections requiring antibiotics.28

If prostate cancer is confirmed by biopsy, treatment interventions pose more significant risks to health and quality of life. Of the 1849 men diagnosed with prostate cancer in the Göteborg trial, 829 progressed to radical prostatectomy. The sub-study, examining the harm associated with radical prostatectomy, found that for every 10 000 men screened over 14 years, 34 prostate cancer deaths will be prevented (number needed to screen: 293) at the cost of 120 more men with impotence or sexual inactivity, and 25 more men with urinary incontinence. The cost-effectiveness and quality-of-life information remains unclear, but will likely further complicate the ability to make clear recommendations for broad population-based screening.

If all of the factors of risk/benefit could be weighed accordingly and large-scale population-based screening was recommended, resource requirements could limit or prohibit broad application. With more men referred for evaluation, biopsy and treatment, any recommendations will have to consider costs and the availability of resources, such as physicians (urologist, family physicians and oncologists) and hospitals.

### Conclusion

Recent meta-analyses suggesting PSA screening does not reduce prostate cancer-specific mortality are likely unreliable due to inclusion of trials with serious limitations. In high quality studies of prostate cancer screening (particularly PSA) in which compliance is similar to that anticipated in the study design, there is good evidence that prostate cancer mortality is reduced. The numbers needed to screen are at least as good as those of mammography for breast cancer and fecal occult blood testing for colon-rectal cancer. However, the high rate of false positives (and associated worry), the risk associated with prostate biopsy and the serious consequences of prostate cancer treatment must be weighed against the advantage of reduced cancer specific mortality. It is hoped that quality-of-life information and associated cost-effectiveness evaluations will further our understanding. Oversimplification of this complex problem and the potentially confusing evidence does not serve to enhance an honest and well-informed debate on the pros and cons of prostate cancer screening.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Sample size, compliance and results of trials of prostate cancer screening on prostate cancer mortality</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Screening arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norrkoping, Sweden1,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quebec City13,24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLCC (USA)9,10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERSPC (Europe)11,12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goteborg (Sweden)13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stockholm24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percent screened: the percent in the two groups that had some level of prostate cancer screening. Quasi-randomized: 1 in 6 randomized to screening and remainder served as control. From the first two rounds of screening. **Taken from the meta-analysis (not provided in the 15 year follow-up publication). AUTHORS stated the level of contamination of the unscreened group could not be assessed but do show that 7.3% of the men in the control "no screening" group were screened. §§Taken from the meta-analysis (not provided in the publication with longer follow-up). All 10 years of follow-up. ***Data were available in the Rotterdam portion of ERSPC where 30.7% of the population randomized to no screening received at least one PSA. An estimated 50.2% of these were asymptomatic, suggesting those PSA tests were for screening. Therefore, an estimated 19.4% of those randomized to no screening received some screening (in one population). The meta-analysis quotes a contamination rate of 20% in the control group but it is not clear if this is a power calculation estimate or actual results from the study. n/a: not available; RR: risk ratio; PLCC: Prostate, Lung, Colorectal and Ovarian trial; ERSPC: European Randomized Study of Screening for Prostate Cancer study.
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